
RRIPO ROLE MODEL AWARDS 
Presented at Assembly: 19 August 2022 

Gr First +S Value Reason for Award 

PB Melody Z Pride For always taking pride in our classroom and helping with the clean-up at the end of the day. Well Done Melody! 

PB Ryan W Responsibility For working so very hard at improving your writing. Congratulations Ryan on your achievements so far! 

PM Antony A Respect For always helping others and for treating his friends and teachers with kindness! Keep it up Antony! 

PM Chloe L Responsibility For being a great classroom helper and putting in her best effort in all classroom tasks! Well done Chloe! 

PS Jemima W Respect For looking after others when they were injured. Thank you for your kindness Jemima <3 

PS Demir T Pride For proudly representing the school on excursions. I’m so proud of you Demir! 

PU Olivia L Optimism For always taking on different learning challenges with a smile! Well done for always showing resilience Olivia :) 

PU Ryder M Responsibility For always contributing to class discussions and having a go at all learning tasks. Congratulations Ryder! 

1E Jett C Pride For always making sure that his bookwork is clear and neat. Well done Jett! 

1E Ariana M Optimism For always giving everything a go and being supportive to others.  Ariana, you are a great role model for other students! 

1M Mia B Responsibility For her outstanding effort in every aspect of her learning.  You are a superstar, Mia! Well done! 

1M Jade R Optimism For the wonderful effort and positive attitude she has towards all learning tasks. Keep up the awesome effort, Jade! 

1P Ivy M Pride For always taking the time to complete her work neatly and carefully and working very hard on her writing. Amazing effort Ivy! 

1P Oliver K Respect For always helping others, looking after our classroom and working hard to complete tasks! Well done Oliver! 

1Y Emerson E Optimism For having a positive attitude and great enthusiasm when approaching class activities and for settling in well to TPPS. Fantastic Emerson! 

1Y Audrey H Respect For consistently displaying wonderful manners and being respectful to her friends and teachers. Well done Audrey, keep it up! 

2B Dominic F Pride For working really hard to improve his handwriting by slowing down and taking his time. Fantastic effort Dominic! 

2B Nasier M Pride  For working really hard to improve his handwriting by slowing down and taking his time. Keep up your amazing efforts Nasier! 

2C Noah G Pride  Well done Noah for taking pride in the way you listen and complete your work in class! 

2C Charlize K Respect  For thinking about how others are feeling and how to make our class a happy place to learn! 

2D Reuben S Respect For showing respect by actively listening to others and participating during floor time and class discussions. Well done, Reuben! 

2D Joseph D Respect For showing respect by actively listening to others and participating during floor time and class discussions. Well done, Joseph! 

2I Mila H Responsibility For practising how to use the computer and Google Drive to create her work electronically! Keep up your great work, Mila! 

2I Isaac Z Optimism For giving his very best at the House Athletics Day and showing his fantastic resilience. Well done, Isaac!  

3A Blake F Optimism For having a great growth mindset during Writing, and setting goals and editing his pieces. Well done Blake.  

3A Nelly P Pride For always trying her hardest to achieve her best, and showing great pride in her writing pieces. Well done Nelly.  

3B Evie C Pride For taking the time to complete organised and neat work. Keep up the good work! 

3B Jax T Optimism For always coming to school with a positive attitude. 
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3FC Evan W Optimism For always having a positive attitude and trying his best to improve his work. Keep it up Evan! 

3FC Ella Z Pride For consistently working hard to improve the presentation of her bookwork. Well done Ella! 

3P Charlotte M Optimism For trying new things even when you feel nervous, great work Charlotte!  

3P Ayla T Responsibility For working phenomenally hard on your writing, we loved your poem!  

4E Lucia A Optimism For always listening to teacher feedback and applying this to her learning with a positive attitude.  

4E Harrison W Responsibility For being more organised with his homework and completing it to a high standard. 

4G Ashton S Optimism For having an excellent attitude towards our work with Fractions and approaching all tasks with a growth mindset. 

4G Indie X Respect For having beautiful manners, always showing kindness and setting a great example for her peers. Outstanding effort Indie! 

4K George N Respect Always speaking respectfully to teachers and peers.  

4K Ava T Optimism Staying positive and supporting her classmates. 

4TF May D Optimism For showing an optimistic attitude and helping create a happy classroom through her laughter. 

4TF Eric C Optimism For always having a growth mindset and giving everything a go, especially during our fractions work. 

5D Lilian S Optimism For always approaching her learning with a positive attitude and trying her best. Well done Lilian! 

5D Isabelle Z Responsibility For always trying her best to present her work to the best of her ability. Great effort Isabelle! 

5M Cooper S Responsibility For completing roles within the class without being reminded and having a mature attitude to school. 

5M Marcus S Optimism For always having a positive attitude and growth mindset. 

5P Aiden B Optimism For giving his very best at the House Athletics Day and showing fantastic sportsmanship. Well done, Aiden! 

5P Jayden V Responsibility For his positive attitude towards writing and the way he always looks for improvements that can be made. Awesome job Jayden! 

6F Abbie A Proud For always showing pride in her work and taking feedback and using the bump it up wall to improve her writing. 

6F Jasmine B Optimism For creating a positive outlook on her learning this term and giving everything a go, even though she finds it difficult.  

6K Karin L Optimism For always coming to school with a positive attitude and trying her best in all curriculum areas.  Well done Karin! 

6K Coco A Responsibility For showing excellent responsibility in her role as a sustainability representative, especially during Taste of School.  Awesome work Coco! 

Mandarin Maria G 1Y Responsibility  For being actively involved in all our learning experiences. 

Perform.Art Mahit D 3FC Optimism For always bringing such enthusiasm and a big smile to Performing Arts! Well done Mahit!!  

PE Emilia T 4E Responsibility For being such a fantastic help throughout the House Athletics Carnival. Great work Emilia! 

STEM Natasha K 5M Responsibility For always challenging herself to achieve highly and for helping out with the kinder kids at a moment’s notice. 

Visual Arts April K 6K Pride For working steadily and demonstrating Pride and skill in her Grade 6 Legacy Project. 

 


